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SHOWDOWN IN BURNS

Oregon standoff Day 31: What you
need to know Monday

Ammon Bundy to appeal to
another judge to be released
pending trial, court records show

Oregon standoff: Uncertainty
builds after last occupiers fall
silent online

Ryan Bundy's wife questions law
enforcement actions in shooting

Robert 'LaVoy' Finicum yelled at
police, 'Just shoot me,' witness
says
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BURNS -- Silence settled over the monthlong armed occupation of the Malheur National
Wildlife Refuge Sunday, after the final four protesters reported losing nearly all of their
communication channels.

Regular video streaming from the remaining three men and one woman had offered a real-
time and firsthand insight into ongoing negotiations. The sudden quiet only heightened the
sense of uncertainty about when -- and how -- the anti-government standoff would end.

The protesters entrenched at the refuge headquarters are: Sean Anderson, 48, and his wife
Sandy Anderson, 47, of Riggins, Idaho; David Fry, 27, of Blanchester, Ohio and Jeff Banta, 46,
of Elko, Nevada.

They were the last of a group that arrived at the headquarter of the 187,000-acre wildlife
refuge Jan. 2 to protest the imprisonment of two local ranchers. The occupiers were the
offshoot of a Burns rally by activists who viewed the prison terms of Dwight Hammond Jr. and
son Steven as the latest example of federal overreach.

Fry and Sean Anderson told supporters Sunday morning that their phone lines with Internet
capabilities were cut. None of the occupiers has shared anything online since Saturday
evening. The main phone at the refuge also appears to be out of service.

Public access to the site has been blocked since the Tuesday night arrest of several standoff
leaders, including Arizona businessman Ammon Bundy. Group spokesman LaVoy Finicum was shot and killed as police moved to
take the occupiers into custody on their way to a community meeting in John Day.

Bundy has implored the four holdouts to leave the refuge. But they have so far been unwilling without promise of pardons.

Throughout the day Sunday, law enforcement vehicles entered and exited the refuge checkpoint where a handful of reporters,
supporters and onlookers had gathered. The vehicles included two armored trucks, as well as marked SUVs from the Deschutes
County and Linn County sheriff's offices. Deschutes County Sgt. Kevin Dizney said his agency was one of many on hand to offer
"mutual aid" during the standoff.

Deschutes County deputies are also leading the investigation into the death of Finicum.
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New details about the confrontation emerged Sunday about the traffic stop in which Finicum died. One passenger in Finicum's
vehicle, Shawna Cox, gave her account of the shooting to a blogger who shared the interview online. Cox said she was crouched
on the floor of the pickup but heard Finicum yell to police, "Just shoot me."

Cox was among the standoff leaders who were arrested. Unlike the others, she was released on Friday.

Her husband said he expected her to be fitted for an ankle bracelet monitoring system in Portland on Monday and then head
home to Kanab, Utah by car.

Ryan Bundy's wife also spoke out against the police action during an interview with an Idaho television station.

An FBI spokeswoman said Sunday afternoon that the standoff hadn't ended, but that she could not say why Cox was released.
She also would not confirm whether authorities had shut off most communication points of the occupiers.

Two demonstrations are planned for Monday in Burns, one by protesters who back the standoff and another by locals in support
of law enforcement officials.
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